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Lido! The very sight and sound of the
word evokes glamor, 'romance and , pleasure: soft
mist; sparkling water; beautiful women; langorous
m~si~; noble architecture, painting and sculpture;
g~ld~ng sun and silken moon; setting par excellence
of joy and love. Yet, take to hand an ItalianEnglish dictionary and seek there the meaning of
lido: "sandbar!"
And lidi or sandbars they are, this Lido
with a capital-wr" and the hundred and more neighbo
ing isles and islands that came to achieve fame
as Venice -- once, indeed, called La Serenissima
Rep~ublica, The Most Serene (Exalted) Republic.
LaY1ng a few miles off-shore in a lagoon of the
northwestern Adriatic Sea these sandbars played
a part in history equalled only by the exploits
of a few great empires. And they played such a
role, not along in politics, diplomacy and war,
but in commerce and finance, in religion, in intellectual life and in the arts, with a population that, in glorious times, probably never exceeded 200,000.
The wonder of it all, of this city,
"European in situation, Oriental in nearly everything else, even in its unique national cathedral, ·
was well expressed by Montesquieu. In his Persian
Letters, published in 1721, he stated that "The
sight of a town whose towers and mosques rise
out of the water, and of a mutitude of people
where one would expect to find only fish, always
will excite astonishment." Different, and yet
perhaps in essence not really so different, was
the reaction, a century and a half later, of
President Ulysses S. Grant. During a visit there
in 1879, he is said to have remarked: "Venice
would be a fine city, if only it were drained."
Why and how did it happen, this develop-
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ment from silt and sand and fish, from a "cluster
of villages, each village a group of hovels," to
the status of "noble citie," of "Queen of the
Adriatic?" Why and how did it happen that a proud
Doge early in the thirteenth century could speak
triumphantly of his sway over "one quarter and
a half of one quarter of Romania" (the Eastern
Roman Empire)? And why, even after the loss, first
of power and then of independence, has Venice
continued to lure lovers of art and beauty, and
latter-day travel-agency-directed tourists?
The "how" has been described abundantly.
The chronicle of the city; of its inhabitants; of
its heroes, structures, commerce and wealth; and
of its successes and its failures has fascinated
statesmen, historians, art critics, students and
general readers through fifty generations. Obviously, too, the record continues to provide impetus
for still more Venice chronicles and descriptions.
But the "why," the causality that led
sandbar to empire, has had less frequent and less
successful attention. This readily is understandable, for the relation of cause and effect, indeed,
sometimes "the tyranny of cause and effect," tend
to be far less tangible than are site and action.
Ovid phrased this well: "The cause is hidden;
the effect is known."
Truly, it is not easy to discover why,
when confronted by promising opportunity or threatening exigency, some individuals and groups do not
recognize either one for what it is; others see
both only as obstacles or spectres; and still
others see them as challenges, the respective
seizing or overcoming of which provides satisfaction and further development. Specifically,
for example, why did someone somewhere, after uncounted millennia of general failure to notice,
grasp that the planting of seed can result in
the production of food? And, in the ages since
then, how much easier it has been for others
to describe the process of sowing and harvesting
than to explain the "why" of the discovery!
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Perhaps the difficulty lies in the circ
stances that fundamental cause (unless it be looked
upon merely as a mysterious manifestation of God's
will, as so often during the Dark and Middle Ages,
or as Kismet, as among the Moslems) probably ~ust
be sought in the make-up or character of individu~
or "peoples," and in their readiness to recognize
and turn to advantage that intangible but real t .
called chance or luck. So, at least, have said a
number of thinkers, men wiser than most.
Thus, some 2,300 years ago, Aristotle
maintained that "all human actions have one or
more of these seven causes: chance, nature, compulsion, habit, reason, passion, desire." For al
practical purposes, he combined the last six caus
into one, when he added: "Character is that whic
reveals moral purpose, exposing the class of thin,
a man chooses or avoids." Similarly, Thomas H.
Huxley, in his Evolution and Ethics (1893), spoke
of character as "the sum of tendencies to act in
a certain way."
Writing at an unknown but probably postAristotelian time, the somewhat cynical author of
Ecclesiastes gave great weight to chance. In
Chapter IX, verse 11, he wrote: " • • . the race
is not to the swift, not the battle to the strong,
neither yet bread to the wise, nor yet riches to
men of understanding, nor favor to men of skill;
but time and chance happeneth to them all." Thus,
too, Baltasar Gracian, an independent-thinking
Spanish Jesuit, in 1647, declared that chance
played some part in everything, for "it takes
luck even to write a good letter." And Cardinal
Mazarin, Louis XIV's successful minister, is said
to have inquired about any who sought or who were
recommended to him for appointment: "Is he lucky?
On high philosophical and experiential
authority, therefore, we have it that those fundamental intangibles, character and chance, have
had a dominant influence in human historical
development. If we are willing to accept this
position, then we also can sympathize with the
writers who have felt more comfortable with the
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descriptive "how" than with the elusive "why."
Even in the years since World War II, which have
witnessed some progress in the pursuit of the
"whys" through the growing use of the techniques
of applied psychology and psychoanalysis in the
study of the past, success has been more notice able in the area of psychobiography than in that
of the psychohistory of nations.
In any case, modifying somewhat the
traditional approach to Venetian history, let
us consider and reflect on some examples of the
force of Venetian. character, as it interacted
with fortunate happenstance during the period
of the rise to glory of Lag oon Venice.
For a thousand years, from the fifth
into the fifteenth centuries, the Venetian people
appear to have been distinguished by what popularly
is called a "strong" character. They built a
state that, in the words of William Carew Hazlitt,
"existed and flourished during . . . many ages, and
which carried out the principles of civil government to approximate perfection, long surviving,
without conspicuous change, the debilitating
effects of geographical discovery, of new political
complications, of new commercial ideas."
But then, with the approach and progression
of the 1500's, the possessed of wealth, power and
prestige, the Venetians gradua~ly. placed,less ,
and less emphasis on the old v~rtues. D~scard~ng
the sobriety and balance of earlier years, they
developed instead a devotion to pleasure, splendor,
public spectacles, gambling and ~icentiousness.
Far more rapidly than they had r~ .sen :to staid
success they fell prey to the " intoxication of
vanity.:' They became " soft." As Cristoforo da
Canal a galley commander at 22 and author of ~
stand~rd work on naval administration and tact~cs,
wrote shortly before the mid-sixte 7nth century:
"The people now enjoy such prosper~ty that only
,
a very urgent necessity could induce them v9luntar~ly
to embark in a [war] galley."
And so the descendants of those Veneti
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of the Italian maritime mainland along the northwestern Adriactic, who with "courage and selfposs~ssion" had ~epaired to a lagoon rather than
subm~t to barbar~an conquerors, supinely succumbed
to N ap~leonic conquest in 1797. Fortunately for
poster~ty, however, the loss of independence did
not result in the physical destruction of the
Republic nor in the serious ' diminution of its
allure in buildings and art.
With appropriate diffidence, then, we
may cite in broad terms certain elements of the
strong character of the men and wo~en ~f Lag~on ._
Venice in the glorious days of their f~rst m~llen
nium:
1.

Courage and trust in the sea;

2.

Love of country and pride in
government;

3.

Common sense and business acumen;

4.

Prizing of beauty and art.

In this paper, I wish to illustrate only the third
of these characteristics, common sense and business
acumen, and to indicate, where possible and relevan
the part played by chance.
The Venetians appeared to be blessed by
an uncommonly broad distribution of common sense.
When confronted by a material or a moral problem,
they usually sought a practical, business-like and
forthright solution. Whenever possible, decisions
were based on observation, experience and a shrewd
estimate of the motivations of others. with ingenuity and inventiveness, Venetians used such
resources as they had to best advantage -- in acco
ance with their own reasoned analysis of what constituted "best advantage." The orientation basicalwas one of intelligent assessment of the chances
for success or failure of any idea, proposal or
venture.
Dmagination played its part in these
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calculations, but ~t rarely was an unbridled imagination. It helped the canny Venetians to visualize
and anticipate the short- and long-term effects and
ramifications of any major step. It enabled them
to think in terms 'o f new combinations of known
elements. Moreover, though keenly aware of the
need in society' for rules and regulations, they
clearly regarded these restrictions as the servants,
not the masters, of those who framed them. Except
where the safety of the state or the citizens'
personal rights and freedom were concerned, they
knew when it was "to best advantage " to be flexible
and to permit common-sense variations in the
application of regulations.
The fortunes of history and geography
dictated that the leading noble families of Venice
should become commerce-oriented rather than feudal
lords and landholders. The members of this influential mercantile group accordingly took the
lead in organizing a government that was geared
to the advancement of their economic objectives.
So successful were they in this endeavor, that
medieval and early modern Lagoon Venice sometimes
was compared to a smoothly-run joint-stock company.
The doge, in this analogy, was chairman and president
of the company; the Council of Ten, its board of
directors. The Senators, most of whom were active
in business, resembled a corporation's body of vice
presidents and operating executives. And the
populace was likened to the shareholders and employees.
The "Senatorial Families," who formed
the core of the ruling oligarchy, early realized
that their political dominance was subject to
threat more from the lesser nobility and the wellto-do middle class than from the masses. What.
more sensible, therefore, than to win ~he baC~1ng
of the people by making them conte~t w1th the1r
style of life? Accordingly, and w1th an acute
understanding of popular psychology, the ru~e~s,
while gradually depriving the people of pol1t1cal
power extended to them broad social freedom and
religious liberty. They also protected the masses
against the cupidity of some middle-class elements,
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the arrogance of the 10we'r nobility, and, on
the overbearing behavior of members of their
circle.
As a consequence, the common people
out the Middle Ages enjoyed many non-political
rights and privileges that were denied to their
counterparts elsewhere in Europe. The Venetians
were lightly taxed. In time of economic stress,
the government was generous in the distr,ibution
of food and, when deemed necessary, of doles.
Because of its large merchant fleet and control
of sea lanes, venice nearly always could provide
food to even the poorest peo'p le and so spare
them the famines that were not uncommon in
other countries.
A seemingly unending series of ceremoni
and processions not alone provided glamorous
amusemen~, but served "as a vital. • .means of
communicating attitudes and feelings." Apparent! .
"the shared experience of public ceremonies s
social solidarity." 'The c'onunoners, moreover, we
freer than the nobles to move about within the ci
and even to leave it; the nobles, potentially -more
powerful and dangerous as individuals, were placed
under constant surveillance. The peasantry was
not numerous, but it, too, was better off then was
the case on most of the continent.
Venice upheld freedom of religious
worship, although non-Catholics generally had to
hold their services in private. The care of the
sick and other chari table and we'l fare acti vi ties
that abroad usually were the province of the Chur
in Venice more often were provided by the government. The Holy Inquisition here had far less
influence than in other Catholic countries, and
the parish priests customarily placed loyalty
to the doganate ahove that to Rome. "
Crime was fairly well held in check.
Justice, for the lowly as well as the 'high-born,
was dispensed evenly and promptly. The chief
instrument used by the oligarchy t -o defend itself
agains't overly ambitious' members of the middle
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c1ass : or among its own ranks, was' the institution
~f th: veneti~n Inquisition.
This judicial body,
1n eX1stence 1n some form since perhaps 1313 was
compo~ed of three men, in effect chosen by. the
~ounc11 ~f Te~.
Its authority was awesome, but
1 t e~erc1sed 1. ts power . responsibly. r .t was ;not
t~e ~nstrument of terror and repression that fore1gners frequentl~ hel~ev~d it to ~ be -- possibly
bec~use o£ confus1on w1th the Holy Inquisition in
Spa1n. .
.
.
Common sense a~,d pr~cticali ty 'prev~iled
1n many other areas of policy a.n d aOl:ninistration.
For examp·J .e, as t1;le nun$er of ~oreign yis! tors increased, the police, ~t least as early as 1280,
were directed to inspect regularly all hotels and
inns so as to ensure proper beds, c~ean l~nen and
hones~ ·charges.
The length' of residence in venice
required before naturalizc;ltion varied f~om t ·;i,me
to time, being shortened whenever .losses from war
or pestilence seriously reduced the population
number. The ruling oligarchy, desiring to keep
its power undiluted, saw to it that virtually no
admissions to the hereditary nob!l·i ty occurred
after about 1400. There was, however, no prohibition against the marriage of .noble and
commoner, especially if the latt~r were well-off
and we·l l-placed. Noble status was inherited ,
from the father, and there were no rank differences
with the nobility. This fact was underscored by
the customary wearing of black robes by noblefamily heads, except when: pol~tical offipe pr~scribed another color.
Clearly, the oligarchy, equating the
welfare of La Serenissima with its own patriotic
dominance, used common sense in developing a governmental setup aimed at keeping itself in power and
economically well off. Ap~, as lo~g as ~he . syst~m
operated effiqiently and w1th cons1derat10~ fo~
the well-being of all classes, the p r agmat1c
popolar,i was cpntent. Thus Veni~e pr0gresse~
and prospered during the later M1Qdle A~es w1th
low
relatively little domestic ~p~eav~l • . w1th al
-_
a
ances for variation at spec1f1 c t1mes, the popul
tion was made up approximately as follows : the
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masses, 90%; the successful
h
and,' bureaucrats, 6%; and th mer~, az;ts" profess'iona
dentally, the authorit'
e no J.lJ.ty, 4%. Inciful and detailed recoi~:s ~arlKl~egan k~eping ' careso that Venice' is 'Creoite~ (Pu
bf c facts and fi
r
students as being "the bJ."rthol . amed) by, some
,
.p ace o~ stat'J .stics."

T~e basic ~dea underlying Venetian cornaccumulate goods in the
C1ty, d1str1bute them widely and make a profit on
both transactions. In summary, the Venetians a
"As long as we have the ' goads, . . ' .the merchants
of the world must come:, to us;' they will not corne
empty-handed. What they bring will replace what
they take away, and we shall reap a profit on both
transactions." With their splendid merchant fleets
the Venetians also went out themselves, to sell, b
and sell ' again. ,50 clear was the government in
its thinking along these lines that Venice in '
1504 actually, though unsuccessfully, approached
Turkey with a proposal to di'g' a canal at Suez.
rn'

7rc~al. pol:-'cy was sJ.mple:

By the middle of the thirteenth century,
traders from Venice could be met throughout most
of Europe and even beyond. It was the policy of
the doganate to establish trading posts and cnm,m~'TC
beachheads at Adriatic, Mediterranean and Aegean
coastal cities readily ' defensible from the sea.
The expense and bother of controlling hinterlands
was left to less astute peoples. The Republic
therefore had little need ' t 'o maintain a costly
standing army; the essential naval power for
centuries was sustained to a conside rable degree
by patriotic citizens, who often gave money and
fighting service in return for subsisterice,
loot and glory.
, Europe, naturally, also had many nonVenetian traders; but, where she could make her
power felt, the lagoon city made them pay dearly
for the privilege ~f conducting business. Foreign
traders who wished to exploit commercial opportunities between the Balkans and Near East on the
one hand and the Italian mainland On the other,
were required to unload and trans~ship up to twothirds of any cargo in Venice -- and, in consequence.
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to pay Doth import and export duties. German merchants who went to Venice, aside from being disarmed ~nd restricted in movement during their stay,
were d1rected to dispose of all their wares to
local merchants.
When Venice wanted to acquire and sell
for profit goods that she herself could not produce, foreigners sometimes were allowed to bring
them into the city without imposts, provided the
items arrived in Venetian ships; for the Republic
had no desire to stimulate shipbuilding elsewhere.
After about 1250, citizens were forbidden to transport wares in foreign bottoms or to sell ships to
outlanders. Other Navigation Laws permitted
Venetians to use only vessels that were built
at home and that were manned by native or Greek
seamen. As the years went by, more and more merchant vessels and galleys, variously propelled by
oar and sail, were built and armed by the government for rental to merchants. A great, walled
shipyard, called the Arsenale, was built in 1104
near the Lido, and doubled in size during the
first quarter of the fourteenth century. The
Venetians, too, may have been the first to write
insurance policies, and marine insurance was
underwritten at least as early as 1564, with
premiums averaging about 7% of the worth of the
cargo.
During the twelfth and thirteenth centuries,
the Venetians built some ships that were up to 200
feet long and had a displacement of from 400 to
500 tons: by the close of the fourteenth century,
there were a few 1,OOO-ton vessels. By way of
comparison, English ships of the time rarely had
a tonnage greater than 100.
For the local canal traffic, there were
develo ed, as everyone knows, ~lat-~ott~med boats
with hlgh bow and.stern
~t~~~ ~:~~~~~~sm:~~ion
s~e~~~o~~m~r?~~~~~~~:; for these boats apparentl~
o
. 1094
Their shape resembles that of anC1ent
was 1n . :
e sels. but their name perhaps
~reedk ~r1ndk1fnrgomVt~e It~lian dondolare, meaning
1S er1ve

Th:
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to rock or swing -- or dally!
Starting at some time in the 1200's, all
ships had to be marked with a load-line or waterline, foreshadowing the modern Plimsoll Line or
Mark. All ships had to be inspected before leavin
port and overloading led to heavy fines, which
normally were levied on the most valuable items
in the cargo. Oversea voyages were looked upon
as community enterprises and hence were subject
~o gove:nment approval or disapproval.
Cargo
~nspect~ons were thorough, and shippers had to
post bond before their vessels left port so as
to make sure that the cargo was delivered to the
indicated destination and that the captains would
not succumb to temptation to attack any friends
of Venice.
While continuing vigorously to ply their
trade with the East , Venetian merchants from the
early 1300's sponsored a growing number of sailin
westward. Ships adorned with the Winged Lion
appeared more and more frequently at Lisbon,
Southampton, ports in Brittany, Bruges and Antwerp.
This expansion of trading area inevitably increas
the danger of plague transmission, so that, in
1485, the authorities set up a quarantine station.
This was a small island, the Lazzaretto, that had
been set aside 62 years earlier as a hospital for
ill sailors; thenceforth, vessels arriving from
ports where sailors might have caught the plague
(Black Death) were detained for up to forty days.
In common with other ports of Europe,
Lagoon Venice had its system of guilds, or associations of craftsmen and traders. These exercised regulatory functions within their fraternity
and took care of many of the social needs of the
members. The earliest guilds apparently were those
of tailors, goldsmiths and jewelers, cloth dyers,
coopers (cask- and barrel-makers) and cordage- and
rigging-makers. Eventually, the guilds numbered
more than a hundred, covering in their rolls the
gamut from apothecaries to wool-weavers. There
were no guilds for exporters, importers, ships'
officers and sailors, because these lived under
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a multitude of official regulations; but they ' did
belong to religious and social units called scuole.
After 1171, a group of three Justices
was charged with enforcing among the guilds the
laws regulating such things as monopolistic pricefixing, standards 'of wei~hts and measures and
general marketing practices. Originally, also,
each guild was headed by a 'doge-appointed Gastaldo,
who saw to it that the individual members performed
certain prescribed duties in behalf of the prince,
much as peasants had to devote some time to labor
on lords' estates. When this arrangement began to
arouse serious popular opposition, Doge Lorenzo
II Tiepolo (1268-1275) took the lead in the liberal
revision of guild legislation.
The service requirement to the doge was
abolished and gastaldi henceforth were to be chosen
by the craftsmen from among their respective guild
meroberships~
The elected gastaldi and their aides
then administered the associations in a manner to
ensure efficient workmanship, qet rid of submarginal
producers, check labor abuses, prevent the leakage
of trade secrets abroad and ' the ' like. Eventually,
the gastaldi, working with their craftsman colleagues,
came to recommend new regulations that then, if
acceptable, were issued and enforced by the Justices.
During the 1500's, for example, as the result of
a guild's petition, manufacturers of specified
items were required to indicate whether their
products were hand made or machine made -- an
early form of consumer protection.
The rules concerning the number and
duties of apprentices, in ~o~t cases~ were left
to the judgment of the ind1v1dual gUllds; but ~he.
Justices watched carefully to see that.th7 adm1SS10n
of masters was not made unreasonably dlfflcult or
expensive. The 'authorities also encoura~ed th:
societies to provide some health and acc1dent 1nsurance to guarantee proper burial for deceased
'and in other ways to look after those who
merob ers
. 1
. t
e
needed 'special economic or SOC1a a~s1~ anc . t
. d
uch as that of the ShlPS carpen ers,
!~~~ai~~ld:~e~oped a form of old-age protection
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by requiring that every work crew of six or more
men include at least one master over the age of

55.

.

0:When there occurred a

shortage of skilled

art7san~
of output in any industrial area,
Ven~ce ~n v~ted knowledgeable foreigners to immi . . .

gra~e, and helped them find assignments or establi

~us7nesses.

A~ a fUrther incentive, foreigners
to Ven ~ce after a p~ague had seriously
reduced the number of, artisans, were exempted'
from.the payment or guild initiation' fees. ' Invent~ve talent and· initiative were stimulated
by the adoption, in 1474 ', of a pat'e nt that affordec
~en-ye ar s' protection.
A law of 1535, made it
~llegal to form a new company without first ' satis
ing the appropriate authority that the essential
capital was in hand and that there were reasonable
prospects for success in the venture.
~nv~ted

It is not astonishing that, with so
pragmatic an approach bo business and its growth,
Venice came to the forefront as an industrial as
well as a commercial power. Cloth, silk, soap,
j ewe'lry, leather, church organs, armaments, paper,
furs, grain, metal products, glass, salt,' ships and
nautical products, etc. ', etc'., all were made to
high standard and soon won an international reputation for quality and price-worthiness. A possible
social by-product of the development of metal manufacturing, and the pr·o duction of s'a l t and :gl'a ss,
deserve some further notice.
It was happenstance related to the making
of armaments that may have given the world its
modern designation for a site to 'w hich certain
elements of a population are restricted. To
provide weaponry, Venice succesively built two
walled foundries or ' "casting depots," closing
the old one when the new and larger one came ·
into use. ' Then, although some freedom ' of ,movement was permitted other Jews, those of German
background were allowed to remain ,in Venice,
after 1516, only in one confined area, namely,
the abandoned foundry or ghe~to, from the Italian
word for metal casting. Some authorities, on
I
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the other hand, think that ghetto simply may have
been an ' abbreviated form of borghetto, the dimunitive of borgo or borough.
As early as 523, the Roman official,
Flavius Cassiod6rus, referred to a profitable
Venetian salt trade and implied the existence
of some sort of controlling agency', presumably
a forerunner of the later powerful Salt Office.
Taking full advantage of the lucky land-and-sea
contiguity, the government reserved to itself
numerous salterns (plots of ground laid out in
pools for the manufacture of salt from evaporating
sea water) and carne to rely . increasingly on income
from its salt monopoly for operating revenue.
Legislation in the tenth century required the
citizenry to purchase local salt, not that available
from some neighboring cities. Indeed, these latter,
and other Italian and Balkan producers, eventually
were forced, usually after losing wars or succumbing to Venetian trade boycotts, to channel all
their salt business via venice.
According to a record of 958, tha govern ment in that year leased one of its salterns to a
private producer for a yearly rental; but soon
thereafter, the Salt Office, headed by a Salt
Commissioner, established and maintained strict
control over the salt business. By 1187, this
trade was sufficiently lucrative and stable so
that the inc.ome from salt could be used as basic
security for a sizeable twelve-year public loan.
In the year 1454, approximately one-tenth of
the doganate's overall revenue came through
the Salt Office, and the Venetian Budget of
1500 also showed nearly 10% of its anticipated
receipts as corning from this source. Noteworthy is the fact that, in ~he later Middle .
Ages, a portion of the salt 1ncome was set aS1de
for the commissioning or acquisition of works
of art and monuments. ,
It is probable that the early lagoon
dwellers, the Veneti Primi, brought with them a
knowledge of glass-blowing, for the art of blowing molten glass through tubes was known in
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Rome.~nd Byzantium.

Having the know-how

and 1

~rov~ ed with sand in the lagoon and with sil'

ln the materials washed down from the Alps b ~c

number, of.rivers emptying nearby into the se~,a

~he Venet1ans gradually developed glass manufa~ ~-1nto a major industry. The glass-blowers at fir
built their furnaces wherever they wished. After
a number of bad fires, however, and because of
air pollution, they were banished from the Rial
in 1291. Most of them moved to Murano, though
half a century passed before the Rialto was who
free of them.

Murano ere long became famous for its
beautiful albeit often easily-breakable' glass objects, which showed strong Byzantine and Syri
influences. In an amusing allusion to their wo
and womankind, the Muranoese were fond of saying .
"The first woman was made of Murano glass, beau
ful and brittle." But aside from general glassware, they also developed specialities, one of
them being eyeglass lenses. Some students~ indeed, think that spectacles may have been invented in Venice. In any case, the lenses at
first were g~ound from quartz, but in 1302, the
crystal workers were authorized by the governmen
to use "glass for eyes for read~ng.1I
To help the glass industry, the dog
about 1310, stopped the immigration of mirrors
from the German states and of hanging lamps fro
Greece. When, for a variety of reasons, the hI
came upon hard times in the early modern period,
some of them were permitted to travel to Western
European countries; King Henry VIII, in particul
welcomed them to London and accumulated a fine
collection of Murano ware.
The Serene Republic would not have been
what she was had not her leaders recognized from
the start the crucial importance of sound financ '
Despite occasional stringencies, Venice operated
in a fiscally responsible manner over a period
of centuries. Her first gold ducat was coined
in 1284, and Venetian ducats soon became the
standard for European trade. So great was Europe
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confidence in the Republic's financial stability
that foreign princes and merchants regularly used
the Bank of Venice as their depository.
'"
The vene~ian ' public Debt apparently was
born l.n 1160, ~h~l'l · some.wealthy ' m~rchants, ' including
the doge, partl.cl.pated l.n, an eleven-year - state loan.
About l171 ' or 1172, there followed, for military
reasons, the first of many forced loans. The individuals involved were requi~ed, to purchase twelve year 4%-bonds to a value ' 'of one percent of their
property worth. In the ensuing centuries,' the
debt fluctuated wi dely and at times rose to
millions of ducats; but redemption was looked
upon as a sacred obligation and the ' credit of
Venice remained good. It must- be noted, also,
that frequently wealthy Venetians willed large
sums of money to the Republic.
In the are a of money, there -comes to
mind one of the conspicuous avidities of the
normally sedate and sober Venetians, namely,
gambling. Although the government took a dim
view of games of chance, it found it virutally
impossible to keep the rich out of casinos -and the poor out of the backrooms or ' upstairs
rooms of barber shops. Official interference
usually came only when, there was disorder or
threat of scandal.
Public gambling perhaps had its origin
in 1172. In that year, the doge brought home
from a trip to Greece three huge columns of red
granite, which he 'hoped to have raised on -the
Piazze'tta. One fell overboard during the unloading process ' and was not recovered; no one
appeared to know how to erect the remaining two.
Eventually, Nicolo Barrattiero, a chief boatswain
with an engineering bent, who was on shore leave
at the time, was s'aid to have succeeded in solving
the technical problems involved. When asked by
the grateful doge to name his recompense, the
wily Lombard sailor, knowing that gambling officially was frowned upon, yet "humbly begged "
permission to operate ' gaming tables in the space
I
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between the columns he had raised.

Th~ dOge l unwilling to re~ege 'on hi~
promise to NicolO (whose surname, if Barrattiero
really was his purname, means ope who barters or
one who swindles), reluctantly agreed. But then
the government directed that henceforth a11 . publi
executions , should be parried out ip the same spa
From then on , until the end of the Republic in ,
1797, the gamPling, if not , the . executions, continued with a ,few brief interruptions ,in the area
between the pedestal columns of st. Theodore and
the Winged Lion of st. Mark .
,
' In describing Venice's economic prowess
at its height, historians customarily c'ite two
talks: supposedly , gi ven to his Senatorial co11ea
by Doge Tomrnasso I I I Mo.cenigo (1414-142;3),. The
one was a plea for continuing peace: the other,
delivered a few, days .1ater, was the octogenarian
Doge's "Farewell Address~ " Venice, he was repor
as saying" had a thousand moderately well-off
citizens with an annual income of between 700
and 4, 00 a ducats" in current terms, between
about $12,000 and $68,000; c and the purchasing
power of" gold was h~gher in the Middle Ages than
in the 1970's. Early modern ~riters who extolled
Venice's wealth defined as well-off those who
had an annual income of 1,000 ducats or c.
$17,000; those with 10,000 ducats or $170,000
a year were regarded as being exceedingly rich.
During the mid-1400', s, some indi.vid~al
apartments were decorated magnificently at prices
varying from about $13,500 to $'34,,000: and, in
14 94, several of the gre,ates.t palaces were estimated to have cost fro~ half a million to 17
million dollars each. In his, time, Doge Tonunasso
I I I said, the city had 3,000 ships of moderate
size, with 17,000 seamen; 300 large vessels,
with 8,000 seamen; and 45 galleys, with a complement of 11,000, plus 6,000 carpenters 'and
caulkers, that were "constantly in commission
for the protection of commerce." I n a population
of 190, 000, the re were 3,,000 workers on silk
cloth alone, and another 13,000 engaged in the
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manufacture of a sturdy twilled fahric called
fustian. And so on and on.
Thus, then, was Venice at her commercial
zenith in the fifteenth century, the approximate
closing date of our interest here. For, with the
dominance of the Turks in the East; the development of national states in western Europe; the
opening of new trade routes across the Atlantic;
and the sloth that seems inevitahly to afflict
very affluent peoples, there came rapid decline.
Bearing all this in mind, and recalling
that Florence, some 46 years after Doge Tommasso's
talks, gave birth (1469) to Niccolo Machiavelli,
I cannot forbear to end without quoting a final
admonition of the Doge to his colleagues : "Live
in peace, fear nothing and trust not the Florentines."

